
 

 

Burst group task leaders’ telecon, 24 May, 2001 
 

Attending: Sam Finn, Erik Katsavounidis, Peter Saulson, Daniel Sigg, Alan Weinstein, 
John Zweizig. (David Shoemaker reported by email.) 
(minutes by Peter Saulson) 
 
Progress reports 
 
Erik: 
   Erik reported that he “still has lots of work to do”, but now that the semester is over he 
will be able to give Upper Limit Group tasks 100% of his effort over the next two 
months.  
   Thanks to Julien, LALwrapper is now installed at MIT. Soon, they hope to have the full 
LDAS environment installed. 
   Erik’s work on converting his old wavelet code is “pretty much done”, although it still 
needs to be tested. 
   Sam raised the question of whether the infrastructure existed for people to plug in any 
choice of filter into an LDAS pipeline. Erik stated that LALwrapper was precisely that 
infrastructure, and that for example Julien had implemented his time-frequency code in 
that environment. Others agreed that this was true in principle, but Alan in particular 
emphasized that there is much work to do in order to “plug in” a filter. 
   Erik’s email request for volunteers drew responses from Albert, Warren Anderson, 
Julien, Ed Daw, and Daniel. Ed has volunteered to code the “slope filter” into LAL, and 
intends to work on this at LDAS Camp. 
 
Daniel: 
   Daniel first characterized his progress as “rather slow, as usual”, but quickly reported 
important progress.  
   Firstly, Daniel has been working with Masahiro on implementing histograms of event 
distributions in root. Daniel says he is encouraged by Masahiro’s progress.  
   Daniel himself is working on making sure that calibration information of, say, PEM 
channels is available for the analysis process. He listed other key tasks: ability to read 
events from the database into the root environment, and developing macros to work with 
event lists. 
   Now for the bad news: Daniel reported that he feels he needs to move back to working 
on the interferometers at LHO, and so will be hard pressed to find time to devote to these 
software tasks. 
 
John: 
   John says he needs to interact more with David in order to make more progress on his 
Burst Group tasks. He proposed, with concurrence from others on the call, that we try to 
arrange a meeting during the week of LDAS camp – David will be at LHO working with 
Robert Schofield, but a teleconference could be arranged with John and other attendees at 
Caltech hooked up to LHO. 
 
 



 

 

Alan: 
   Alan has just finished participating in the Inspiral MDC, which he described as a 
valuable learning experience. Based on what he learned, he intends to write up a detailed 
description of the entire LDAS analysis pipeline. 
   Alan promises to soon pull together and share his written plan for the Burst analysis 
chain. Most of the work for this is already done. 
   Alan pointed to the post-LDAS steps as the least well-developed part of our thinking. 
This is where we will actually evaluate our statistics, and in the end will be done with the 
tools that Daniel is developing. Alan wants to mock up some of the event analysis tools 
in root, and put out a plea for some example code to get him going. John offered to share 
a root macro that reads an ASCII file from the database and forms a histogram from the 
entries. 
 
David: (reporting by email) 
   David is about to spend a week at LHO, during which time he will coordinate with 
Robert Schofield concerning PEM studies. Once that has happened, he will include the 
LLO team (Joe Kovalik, Doug Lormand) in the discussions, to make sure we have a 
unified plan for study of environmental influences. 
   David’s email seeking help garnered an enthusiastic response from Gabriela Gonzalez, 
who has some time and interest in working on instrument characterization. Nelson 
Christensen also responded, and described work he intends to do with Anthony Rizzi and 
Adrian Ottewill. 
 
 
Other issues discussed: 

• Alan has started exercising the excess power code of Flannagan and Anderson. 
This has made it clear that there are “many issues to resolve.” 

• Daniel and John discussed the question of keeping track of the times of validity of 
our various monitors and filters. This is being worked by Peter Shawhan, but 
some issues remain. 

• Various points of view were discussed on whether we will be able to set 
thresholds well in advance of the run, or (the other extreme) will only be able to 
set them after the run because the noise character during E6 may be so different 
than before. Most would be willing to sacrifice part of E6 data for calibration and 
threshold setting, then analyze the rest. John defended the idea that we wouldn’t 
even need to separate data into two sets for those two purposes. 

• We need to involve more of the burst group members in our work. 
• The date of our MDC is up in the air right now, pending discussions within LDAS 

about whether multiple MDCs ought to be bundled together. 
• We need to look hard at our rate of progress, and if necessary rescope our tasks to 

make sure we achieve something respectable in time for E6. 
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